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The residential property market 
remains bedevilled by a number 
of negative factors – a slowing 
economy, civil upheaval, rising 
inflation, a host of rising 
household costs and domestic 
debt levels. This all contributes 
to a growing lack of confidence. 
Considering this environment, it 
is not surprising that house prices 
are making little headway.

The level of consumer confidence, as published by 

the Bureau for Economic Research at the University 

of Stellenbosch (measured by expectations 

regarding the outlook for the economy, 

household finances and durable consumption 

expenditure), is currently back to levels last seen in  

2008/2009 when the economy was in recession.

In spite of interest rates being at their lowest 

level in 38 years, mortgage finance remains hard 

to access  due to continuing strict bank lending 

criteria. Admittedly, the banks have loosened the 

reins to a degree but borrowers still face an uphill 

struggle. To get a bond approved, buyers need to 

have more or less unblemished credit records and 

sufficient funds for a substantial deposit.

Sellers too must have their ducks in a row. Only 

those sellers whose properties are correctly and 

realistically pegged at market-related prices are 

finding success. That this is beginning to strike 

home reflects in the statistic that properties for sale 

are spending less time on the market. The average 

time dropped from 17 weeks and 4 days in the 

second quarter to 15 weeks and 6 days in the third 

quarter – an improvement, but still too long. 

The percentage of homeowners selling in order 

to downscale due to financial pressure has also 

improved, although at 20%, as estimated by First 

National Bank, this is still disturbingly high. As a 

result, the bank comments, “The figure suggests 

that South African households are far from ready 

to take on the next interest rate hiking cycle when 

it comes.”

Admittedly, not all sellers are under pressure. 

Pam Golding Properties CE Dr Andrew Golding 

observes: “There are seemingly more sellers in the 

age group over 50 – people downscaling as adult 

children leave home and then buying smaller, more 

secure properties. This is perhaps an indication that 

people are downscaling earlier than they used to.”

There are some hopeful market signals, including a 

shortage of stock in highly active areas.

Gated estates remain in demand and there has 

been a  resurgence in sectional title activity. 

Moreover, developers are beginning to return to 

the market, although they too are not finding bank 

finance as easy to get as it was during the boom 

days.  Dr  Golding says the group has recently 

experienced a surge in activity. “Among developers 

the phrase ‘develop to hold ’is becoming 

increasingly heard. This means that the developer 

will build and sell as much as he requires and  

then keep the unsold units to rent out until the 

market improves.”

Dr Golding emphasises the need to be aware of 

the country’s demographics. He explains: “While 

most existing developments we are looking at are 

aimed at the higher income levels where obtaining 

finance is not an issue, in the near future we will 

need to look at developments which are in line 

with metropolitan densification targets.”

The best that can be said for the present residential 

market is that it is limping along.

According to the First National Bank’s house price 

index, the most recent peak in house price levels 

was in February 2008. From that month up until 

October  this year the cumulative increase in house 

prices was a very modest +8,8%, only marginally 

higher than average CPI inflation over that period. 

To find a ray of sunshine, one has to look back 

to July 2000, when FNB started its index. Since 

then, in nominal terms, the cumulative house price 

increase was +218,6% at October this year.

Absa Bank’s latest housing review records that 

only marginal house price growth occurred in 

the middle segment of the market (priced up to 

R3,6 million)in the third quarter of 2012. However, 

affordable housing year-on-year price growth was 

in positive territory whereas in the luxury category 

(up to R13 million) price growth remained low in 

nominal terms (excluding inflation).

 Andrew Golding concurs. “We continue to see 

the highest sales in the R800 000 to R3 million 

bracket. Deeds Office transfer information appears 

to corroborate the view that as much as 30%-40% 

of all transfers are taking place in the affordable 

and social housing spaces.  Also, in these price 

ranges PGP is experiencing numerous inquiries, 

especially in Gauteng and KZN.”

Generally, says Absa’s property analyst Jacques du 

Toit, housing affordability, as measured by house 

prices and mortgage repayments as a percentage 

of household disposable income, improved further 

in the second quarter of the year. “But”, he adds, 

“many households’ ability to take advantage 

of these improving affordability trends is still 

hampered by the general state of their finances.”

This financial squeeze has also been apparent in 

the home renovations segment of the market.
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Standard Bank reports that investment in additions 

and alterations has fallen by as much as 12,3% y/y 

this year.

Nevertheless, Absa’s Du Toit sums up the state of 

the market thus: “Against the background of these 

trends in, and prospects for, the economy the 

outlook for the residential sector remains benign 

for the rest of 2012 and 2013. “

FNB’s property sector strategist John Loos believes 

that the declining trend in year-on-year growth in 

the bank’s house price index will come to a halt 

later this year. Indications of recent improvement in 

residential demand will lead to some stabilisation 

in the house price growth rate. He adds: “We  

are of the expectation, however, that overall  

house price growth will be a 

little slower next year than the 

average for the entire 2012. 

This is based on our view of the 

global and domestic economies 

as well as  the level of household 

indebtedness.”

Loos records that, with two 

months’ of data outstanding, the 

average price growth for 2012 is 

projected at 6,1%. He adds: “The 

expected result next year is one of 

low average house price growth 

of 4%, given higher expected 

consumer price inflation.”   

HOLIDAY HIATUS
Given the state of household finances combined 

with a shaky economy, second homes have taken 

a back seat over the past few years. Especially  

hard hit have been holiday towns. Running costs 

have risen to such an extent that even those 

families thinking of buying a leisure property have 

had to think twice.

A high percentage of distressed sales have been 

in coastal towns – although metro areas have had 

their fair share. Bargain hunters have had choice 

pickings as far as bank assisted and repossessed 

sales  are concerned. Heavily discounted prices on 

these properties together with 100 per cent bonds 

being made available and low attorney costs are 

the key attractions.

A noticeable development in the second home 

market has been the growth in buyers plumping 

for properties in small country towns rather than 

coastal areas. The appeal is that of tranquillity 

coupled with much lower asking prices. Moreover 

the concept is more of a “weekend” place than 

a holiday home. Cottages in rural areas can be 

picked up from R500 000 and upwards which is 

affordable, particularly for cash buyers.

However, after more or less four years of significant 

price falls, there are signs of a recovery  in the non-

essential property market.  Prior to the recession, 

agents estimated that 5% of home buying was for 

holiday purposes. In recent years the percentage 

has ranged between 2% and 3%.  In the winter 

of 2011 First National Bank’s Holiday Town 

Index indicated that only 1% of buying was for 

holiday purposes. This year, FNB’s third quarter 

survey  showed a return to more normal growth  

of around 2% .

Says the bank: “The combination of holiday 

home buying being slightly up off the low point, 

combined with improved 

price realism suggests a move 

towards real price stability in 

holiday town markets.”

FNB’s John Loos comments: 

“This may be a mild form of 

encouragement for holiday 

home owners, although in real 

terms we are not quite there 

yet. With general inflation 

hovering at a year-on-year 

5% this growth still translates 

into house price deflation. 

Holiday town price change in 

real terms was still negative 

(in the third quarter) of 3,1%. 

However, this represents a 

diminishing of the rate of  

real decline.

“While a move towards 

price stability is welcome, 

we remain of the belief that 

markets strongly driven by holiday home buying 

will remain subdued in the coming years.  

The global and domestic economies look 

set for a prolonged period of mediocrity. 

Under these conditions, we would still expect  

regions dominated by primary residential home 

buying to broadly outperform the non-essential  

markets.”    




